1. Pre-listening activity: setting up the expectation and key word preparation
   1) Watching Korean weather forecast: what information were provided
   2) Mindmap: keyword preparation: Brainstorming as a group what information is expected in the American weather forecast

2. While Listening activity
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUNIUGqaeUM
   1) Global comprehension:
   2) Group work:
      Report it to the whole class for set up” focal point”
      What area of US is mentioned in the forecast
      What were you thinking while you were listening: strategy
How similar it was with the Korean forecast in terms of format….
Did information mentioned in the forecast match with your mindmap
Were there some information that was unexpected?

3. Intensive Listening activity
   1) Listen for details :Comprehension checks with worksheet (Multiple listening)
   2) Filling in the blank(outside the class)

4. Post-listening activity
   1) Pick the place you want to travel :as a group, prepare the weather forecast for oral performance